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Abstract. We consider crash games which are a generalization of paritygames
in which the play value of a play is an integer,−∞ or ∞. In particular, the
play value of a finite play is given as the sum of the payoffs of the moves of
the play. Accordingly, one player aims at maximizing the play value whereas
the other player aims at minimizing this value. We show that the game value of
such a crash game at positionv, i.e., the least upper bounds to the minimal play
value that can be enforced by the maximum player in a play starting at v, can
be characterized by a hierarchical system of simple integerequations. Moreover,
we present a practical algorithm for solving such systems. The run-time of our
algorithm (w.r.t. the uniform cost measure) is independentof the sizes of occur-
ring numbers. Our method is based on a strategy improvement algorithm. The
efficiency of our algorithm is comparable to the efficiency ofthe discrete strat-
egy improvement algorithm developed by Vöge and Jurdzinski for the simpler
Boolean case of parity games [19].

1 Introduction

Crash gamesare a generalization of parity games where game positions have non-
negative ranks and additionally, each possible move of a player comes with a payoff
in Z. A play is played by two opponents, the∨-player and the∧-player. The∨-player
wants to maximize the play value while the∧-player wants to minimize it. The play
value of a finite play is determined as the sum of payoffs of moves chosen in the play.
The play value of an infinite play, on the other hand, is determined similarly as for parity
games: If the least rank of an infinitely often visited position isodd, then the∨-player
wins, i.e., the play value is∞. Accordingly, if the least rank of an infinitely often visited
position iseven, then the∧-player wins, i.e., the play value is−∞.

Thus, crash games arepayoffgames. The notable difference tomean-payoffgames,
for instance, is the fact that the goal for crash games is not to maximize (resp. mini-
mize) themeanpayoff during a play but thetotal payoff. Similar tomean-payoff parity
games[3], play values are not only determined by the payoff function but also by a rank
function. Also similar tomean-payoff parity games, winning strategies are no longer
necessarilypositional(also calledmemoryless) [9, 10]. Instead already for quite simple
crash games, unbounded memory is required. Another class ofgames related to crash
games are thelongest shortest paths gamesfrom [14]. In contrast to our games, the
max player in longest shortest path games is bound to use apositionalstrategy which is
not the case in our setting. Also, longest shortest path games do not consider ranks for
positions in the game graph.



In this paper we present basic techniques for dealing with crash games. In particular,
we show that computing the game values of a crash game can be reduced to solving
hierarchical systems of equations over the complete lattice Z = Z ∪ {−∞,∞}. The
occurring equations aresimple, i.e., they only use the operations maximum, minimum
as well as addition restricted to at most one non-constant argument. Since the lattice has
infinite strictly ascending and descending chains, extra insights are necessary to solve
hierarchical systems of such equations. Our main technicalcontribution therefore is to
provide a fast practical algorithm for solving these systems.

In hierarchical systems least and greatest fixpoint variables alternate. Such systems
naturally occur when model-checking finite-state systems w.r.t. temporal logics for-
mulas (see, e.g., [1]). While classically, only two-valuedlogics are considered, more
general complete lattices have attracted attention recently [4, 18]. The approaches in [4,
18] are restricted to finite lattices. In [17] the complete lattice of the non-negative in-
tegers extended with∞ is considered. This lattice is of infinite height and hierarchical
systems over this lattice allow to analyze quantitative aspects of the behavior of finite-
state systems [17]. Opposed to that paper, we here allow alsonegative integers. Our
algorithm for solving hierarchical systems is based onstrategy improvement. Strategy
improvement has been introduced by Howard for solving stochastic control problems
[12, 16]. For the two-valued logic case,strategy improvement algorithmshas been sug-
gested for model-checking for the modalµ-calculus as well as for computing game
values of parity games [11, 15, 19].

Our strategy improvement algorithm works directly on the hierarchical system.
Thereby a strategy is a function which selects for every expressione1∨e2 (“∨” denotes
the maximum-operator) one of the subexpressionse1, e2. Thus, a strategy describes
which side of a maximum-expression should be used and characterizes a hierarchical
system in which maximum-operators do not occur any more. In general, strategy im-
provement algorithms try to find optimal strategies. Therefore they compute a valuation
for a given strategy which, if the strategy is not yet optimal, gives hints on how to im-
prove the strategy locally. In our case the valuation is given as the canonical solution of
the system which is described by the strategy.

We have not found a technique to apply this idea to general integer systems directly.
Instead, we first consider the case of integer systems where all solutions are guaranteed
to be finite. In this case, we caninstrumentthe underlying lattice in such a way that the
resulting system has exactly one solution — from which the canonical solution of the
original system can be read off. The lattice obtained by our instrumentation is closely
related to the progress measures proposed by Jurdzinski forcomputing the winning po-
sitions in parity games [13]. Our technique is more general as it also allows to deal with
integers instead of booleans. The interesting idea of Jurdzinski (cast in our terminol-
ogy) is to instrument the Boolean lattice just to replace allgreatest fixpoints by unique
fixpoints. By this, computing canonical solutions over the Boolean lattice is reduced
to computingleastsolutions over the instrumented lattice. A similar idea canalso be
applied in the integer case — given that the canonical solution is finite. The result-
ing algorithm, however, will not beuniform, i.e., its run-time (w.r.t. the uniform cost
measure where, e.g., arithmetic operations are counted forO(1)) may depend on the
sizes of occurring numbers. Instead, our instrumentation allows us to construct a uni-



form algorithm for computing canonical solutions (given that they are finite) through a
generalization of the strategy iteration techniques in [5,8].

Using any method for computing finite canonical solutions asa subroutine, we solve
the unrestricted case in two stages. First, we design an algorithm which can deal with
positive infinities in the equation system. Repeatedly applying this algorithm then al-
lows us to deal with systems whose canonical solutions may both contain−∞ and∞.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce crash games
and give simple examples. In section 3, we introduce hierarchical systems of simple
equations overZ, which we use as a tool for solving crash games. The corresponding
reduction will be discussed in section 4. In section 5, we present our key technical idea
for computing canonical solutions. There, we are first restricted to hierarchical systems
with a finite canonical solution. In section 6, we apply the developed technique to derive
a method for computing canonical solutions without this restriction. We conclude with
section 7.

2 Crash Games

In this section we introduce crash games. Such games are played by a∨-player and
a ∧-player. They model the situation where two opponents want to maximize (resp.
minimize) their total sums of investments and rewards. Witheach play we therefore
associate a play value form the complete latticeZ = Z ∪ {−∞,∞}, where−∞ and
∞ denote the least and the greatest element, respectively.

The crash gameG itself is given by a finite labeled graph whose nodes are equipped
with non-negative ranks and whose edges carry payoffs inZ. We assume that every
node has at least one out-going edge — besides a distinguished sink node0 indicating
the end of finite plays. Each non-sink node either is a∨- or a∧-node. At a∨-node, the
∨-player may choose one of the out-going edges; likewise at a∧-node, the∧-player
has a choice. The value of a play reaching 0 is the sum of the payoffs of edges chosen
during the play. For infinite plays, the play values−∞ or ∞ are determined similarly
to the play values of plays in a parity game. Formally, we define acrash gameas a tuple
G = (V∨, V∧, E, c, r) where

1. V∨ andV∧ are disjoint finite sets ofpositionsthat belong to the∨-player and the
∧-player, respectively. The set of allpositionsis the setV = V∨ ∪ V∧ ∪ {0} where
0 /∈ V∨ ∪ V∧.

2. E ⊆ V 2 is the set ofmoveswhere{v}E 6= ∅ for all v ∈ V∨ ∪ V∧ and{0}E = ∅.
1 This means that every position besides the position0 must have a successor. The
position0 must not have a successor.

3. c : E → Z is thepayoff functionwhich associates apayoffto each move.
4. r : V∨ ∪ V∧ → N is therank functionwhich associates a natural number to each

position fromV∨ ∪ V∧.

A finite play over G is a finite wordπ = v1 · · · vk with vk = 0 and (vi, vi+1) ∈
E for all i = 1, . . . , k − 1. The play valuevalG(π) of the finite playπ is the

1 ForE ⊆ V 2 andV ′ ⊆ V , V ′E denotes the set{v2 ∈ V | ∃v1 ∈ V ′ such that(v1, v2) ∈ E}.



sum
∑k−1

i=1 c((vi, vi+1)). Accordingly, an infinite play over G is an infinite word
π = v1v2 · · · with (vi, vi+1) ∈ E for all i ∈ N. Assume thatm denotes the nat-
ural numbermin{r(v) ∈ V∨ ∪ V∧ | v occurs infinitely often inπ}. The play value
valG(π) then is∞ if m is odd and−∞ otherwise. ByPlayG we denote the set
of all plays overG and byPlayG(v) the set of all plays starting atv ∈ V , i.e.,
PlayG(v) = PlayG ∩ {v} · (V ω ∪ V ∗).

For a finite playπ = v1 · · · vk (resp. infinite playπ = v1v2 · · ·) the set ofprefixes
of π is the set{v1 · · · vi | i = 0, . . . , k} (resp.{v1 · · · vi | i ∈ N0}) which we denote
by Prefix (π). The set of all prefixes of plays overG ending in a∨-position (resp.∧-
position) is denoted byPrefix∨(G) (resp.Prefix∧(G)). For a play prefixπ = v1 · · · vk

we writec(π) for the sum
∑k−1

i=1 c((vi, vi+1)). A ∨-strategy (resp.∧-strategy) is a func-
tion f : Prefix∨(G) → V (resp.f : Prefix∧(G) → V ) where, for every play prefix
π, π · f(π) is again a play prefix. A∨-strategy (resp.∧-strategy)f is positional iff
f(πv) = f(π′v) for all play prefixesπv, π′v ending in the same∨-positionv (resp.
∧-positionv). We write F∨(G) for the set of all∨-strategies andF∧(G) for the set
of all ∧-strategies. The playπ is consistentwith the ∨-strategyf (resp.∧-strategy
f ) iff for every finite prefixπ′v of π, f(π′) = v wheneverπ′ ∈ Prefix∨(G) (resp.
π′ ∈ Prefix∧(G)). For a setP of plays, we writeP |f for the set of plays fromP that
are consistent withf . For a positionv, we define thegame value〈〈v〉〉G by

〈〈v〉〉G =
∨

f∨∈F∨(G)

∧

{valG(PlayG(v)|f∨
)}

where, forX ⊆ Z,
∨

X (resp.
∧

X) denotes the least upper bound (resp. greatest
lower bound) ofX . Thus,〈〈v〉〉G is the least upper bound to all play values the∨-player
can enforce. These definitions are analogous to the definitions in [18] for multi-valued
model checking games. For infinite plays, we inherit the winning condition from parity
games as considered, e.g., in [6, 19]. For the two-valued case (as well as for the finite-
valued case in [18]), however, there exist optimal strategies for each player which are
positional. As shown in the following example, this does nothold for crash games.

Example 1.

2 0
1 0

∨

Consider the gameG = (V∨, V∧, E, c, r) with V∨ = {v},
V∧ = ∅, E = {(v, v), (v,0)}, c((v, v)) = 1, c((v,0)) = 0
andr(v) = 2 (cf. the fig.). The game value forv is ∞. This
value, though, cannot be realized by any individual play. In-
stead there is, for everyz ∈ Z, a∨-strategyfz such thatvalG(π) = z for the single
playπ ∈ PlayG(v)|fz

. Forz > 0, this strategy, though, is notpositional. ⊓⊔

Note that for the two-valued case, the algorithms and constructions heavily rely on the
fact that there are optimal positional strategies for both players. For a crash gameG =
(V∨, V∧, E, c, r) we only have the remarkable property that the choice only depends on
the current payoff and position. I.e., for a givenz ∈ Z with z ≤ 〈〈v〉〉G, there exists a∨-
strategyfz with

∧

{valG(PlayG(v)|fz
)} ≥ z and the property thatfz(πv) = fz(π

′v)
wheneverc(πv) = c(π′v).



3 Hierarchical Systems of Simple Integer Equations

In the next section, we will reduce the problem of computing game values of crash
games to the problem of solving hierarchical systems of simple integer equations. An
integer equationx = e is calledsimpleiff the right-hand sidee is of the form

e ::= c | x | e + a | e1 ∧ e2 | e1 ∨ e2

wherex is a variable,e, e1, e2 are expressions, anda, c ∈ Z. Note that we restrict ad-
dition such that the second argument is always a constant. These second arguments are
calledaddition constantswhereas other constantsc are calledbasic constants. The op-
erator+a has highest precedence, followed by∧ and finally∨ which has lowest prece-
dence. AsystemE of simple integer equations is a finite sequencex1 = e1, . . . ,xn =
en of simple integer equations wherex1, . . . ,xn are pairwise distinct variables. Let us
denote the set of variables{x1, . . . ,xn} occurring inE by X. The systemE is called
conjunctive(disjunctive) iff no right-hand side contains the maximum-operator “∨”
(minimum-operator “∧”). For a variable assignmentµ : X → Z an expressione is
mapped to a value[[e]]µ ∈ Z as follows:

[[c]]µ = c [[x]]µ = µ(x) [[a + e]]µ = a + [[e]]µ
[[e1 ∧ e2]]µ = [[e1]]µ ∧ [[e2]]µ [[e1 ∨ e2]]µ = [[e1]]µ ∨ [[e2]]µ

wherex is a variable,e, e1, e2 are expressions, anda, c ∈ Z. Here, we extend the
operation “+” to ±∞ by: x + (−∞) = (−∞) + x = −∞ for all x andx + ∞ =
∞+x = ∞ for all x > −∞. Thus, “+” distributes over∨ and∧. Assume thatE denotes
the systemx1 = e1, . . . ,xn = en. As usual, asolutionof E is a variable assignment
µ which satisfies all equations ofE , i.e.µ(xi) = [[ei]]µ for i = 1, . . . , n. We also use
the termfixpoint instead of solution. We call a variable assignmentµ a pre-solutionof
E iff µ(xi) ≤ [[ei]]µ for i = 1, . . . , n and apost-solutionof E iff µ(xi) ≥ [[ei]]µ for
i = 1, . . . , n. Note that the function[[e]] : (X → Z) → Z is monotonic for every
expressione.

A hierarchicalsystemH = (E , r) of simple integer equations consists of a system
E of simple integer equations and a rank functionr mapping the variablesxi of E to
natural numbersr(xi) ∈ {1, . . . , d}, d ∈ N. For variables with odd (resp. even) rank,
we are interested in greatest (resp. least) solutions. Further, the variables of greater
ranks are assumed to live within the scopes of the variables with smaller ranks. We call
the resulting solutioncanonical. In order to define the canonical solution formally, let
X = {x1, . . . ,xn} andX⊲⊳j denote the set of variablesxi with r(xi) ⊲⊳ j where⊲⊳∈
{=, <, >,≤,≥}. Then the equationsxi = ei of E with xi ∈ X≥j define a monotonic
mapping[[E , r]]j from the setX<j → Z of variable assignments with domainX<j into
the setX≥j → Z of variable assignments with domainX≥j . Assume thatj is even,
i.e., corresponds to a least solution. Given the mapping[[E , r]]j+1, the mapping[[E , r]]j
is given by:

[[E , r]]j ρ = µ + [[E , r]]j+1(ρ + µ)

whereρ : X<j → Z is a variable assignment andµ : X=j → Z is theleastvariable
assignment such that

µ(xi) = [[ei]](ρ + µ + [[E , r]]j+1(ρ + µ))



for all xi ∈ X=j . Here, the operator “+” denotes combination of two variable assign-
ments with disjoint domains. The case wherej is odd, i.e., corresponds to a greatest
solution is analogous. Finally, the canonical solutionµ∗ is given by[[E , r]]1 applied to
the empty variable assignment{}. The next example illustrates how one can compute
the canonical solution by a transfinite fixpoint iteration.

Example 2.Consider the system of equations

x1 = 5 + x2 ∧ 7 x2 = x3 x3 = −5 + x1 ∨ 1

wherer(x1) = r(x2) = 1 andr(x3) = 2. Thusx3 lives within the scope ofx1,x2.

0 1 2 3
x1 ∞ 7 7 7
x2 ∞ ∞ ∞ 2

x3
0 1

−∞ ∞
0 1

−∞ ∞
0 1

−∞ 2
0 1

−∞ 2

The fixpoint iteration is illustrated in the
table at the right-hand side. The column
labeled with i corresponds to thei-th
outer iteration step. The inner iterations
are illustrated by the tables in the row for
the variablesx3. As for the outer iteration,
the column labeled withi contains the value after thei-th inner iteration step. Since we
are interested in greatest solutions for the variablesx1 andx2, the outer iteration starts
with the value∞ for these variables. Then, the inner iteration forx3 starts with−∞
and reaches a fixpoint after one iteration step. Then, the outer iteration goes on with the
new values forx1, x2 andx3. Finally, we get the canonical solution after three outer
iteration steps. ⊓⊔

Note that in general transfinite fixpoint iterations are necessary for computing canon-
ical solutions. Related systems over non-negative integers have been considered in
[17]. Zero-one-valued systems using minimum and maximum only are also known as
Booleanfixpoint equations and can be used for checking validity of propositionalµ-
calculus formulas interpreted over finite labeled transition systems or for computing
the winning positions of parity games [1].

4 Computing Game Values

Instead of determining game values of crash games directly,we reduce this problem
to solving hierarchical systems of simple integer equations. Although there is a one-
to-one correspondence, we are here interested in the reduction from crash games to
hierarchical systems only. LetG = (V∨, V∧, E, c, r) denote a crash game. We construct
a corresponding systemEG of simple integer equations which uses variables from the
setX = {xv | v ∈ V∨ ∪V∧} as follows. For each positionv ∈ V∨, we add the equation

xv =
∨

v′∈{v}E([v′] + c(v, v′))
and, likewise, for each positionv ∈ V∧, we add the equation

xv =
∧

v′∈{v}E([v′] + c(v, v′))

where[v] denotes the variablexv if v ∈ V∨ ∪ V∧ and[0] = 0. Then thehierarchical
systemHG of simple integer equations which corresponds to the crash gameG is the
pair (EG, rG) whererG(xv) = r(v) for v ∈ V∨ ∪ V∧.

Example 3.



1

2

01

10

−2
∨

∧

The Fig. on the right shows a crash game with two positions,
say,1 and2 of the respective ranks. Then the corresponding
system of integer equations is given by

x1 = x2 + 1 ∨−2 x2 = x1 ∧ 10

where the rank ofxi equalsi. ⊓⊔

Theorem 1. For a crash gameG = (V∨, V∧, E, c, r), let µ∗ denote the canonical so-
lution of HG. Then〈〈v〉〉G = µ∗(xv) for all v ∈ V∨ ∪ V∧. FurthermoreHG can be
constructed in timeO(|V∨ ∪ V∧| + |E|). Vice-versa, given a hierarchical system of
equationsH we can compute a crash gameG = (V∨, V∧, E, c, r) in timeO(|E|) whose
game values corresponds to the values of the canonical solution ofH. ⊓⊔

Note that theorem 1 also holds if we define〈〈v〉〉G as
∧

f∧∈F∧(G)

∨

{valG(π) | π ∈

PlayG,v|f∧
}. Thus, we get the following duality theorem as a corollary:

Theorem 2. LetG = (V∨, V∧, E, c, r) be a crash game andv ∈ V∨ ∪ V∧ ∪ {0}. Then
〈〈v〉〉G =

∧

f∧∈F∧(G)

∨

{valG(PlayG(v)|f∧
)}. ⊓⊔

5 Solving Hierarchical Systems

In this section, we present our strategy improvement algorithm for computing canonical
solutions. Assume thatH = (E , r) is a hierarchical system of simple equations where
the range ofr is contained in the set{1, . . . , d}. Instead of solving the original system
overZ, we consider a corresponding system over an instrumented lattice. In case that
all solutions of this system are finite, the instrumentationwill assure that the canonical
solution is the only solution. The instrumentation technique here is a generalization
of the instrumentation used in [8] to determineleast solutionsof systems of integer
equations. We instrumentZ by introducing one extra component fromN for every
j = 1, . . . , d. Thus, we consider the instrumented latticeDd = Dd ∪ {−∞,∞} with
Dd = Z×N

d where−∞ is the least and∞ is the greatest element and the ordering on
Dd (thefiniteelements ofDd) is given by:

(a, j1, . . . , jd) < (a′, j′1, . . . , j
′
d)

iff a < a′ or a = a′ and there exists some1 ≤ k ≤ d with the following properties:

1. ji = j′i for all i < k;
2. jk > j′k wheneverk is even;
3. jk < j′k wheneverk is odd.

Note that values get larger w.r.t. this ordering when components corresponding to great-
est fixpoints are increased or components corresponding to least fixpoints are decreased.
Addition on the finite elements ofDd operates on all components simultaneously, i.e.:

(a, j1, . . . , jd) + (a′, j′1, . . . , j
′
d) = (a + a′, j1 + j′1, . . . , jd + j′d)

Note that+ distributes over∨ and∧. The evaluation of an expressione overDd will be
denoted by[[e]]♯. As for expressions overZ, [[e]]♯ is monotonic.



A slightly different choice is made in [8] where an extra operatorinc is introduced
for incrementing the extra component. Accordingly, ourlifting transformation differs
from the one chosen in [8]. In order tolift an equationxi = ei to Dd, we replace every
finite constantc ∈ Z occurring inei with (c, 0, . . . , 0). Moreover, we replace every
equationxi = ei with xi = ei + 1r(xi) where1k is the(d + 1)-tuple consisting of 0
everywhere besides the(k + 1)-th component where it equals 1. We denote the lifted
system of simple integer equations byE♯. To simplify notations we defineβ : Dd → Z
by

β(−∞) = −∞ β(∞) = ∞ β(z, j1, . . . , jd) = z.

The following theorem states that we can recover the canonical solution of the original
system from the canonical solution of the corresponding lifted system.

Theorem 3. Assume that(E , r) is a hierarchical system. LetE♯ be the lifted system
corresponding toE and let µ♯ be the canonical solution of the hierarchical system
(E♯, r). Thenβ ◦ µ♯ is the canonical solution of(E , r). ⊓⊔

Our key observation is thatfinitesolutions of lifted systems are unique. Here, a variable
assignmentµ is calledfinite iff −∞ < µ(xi) < ∞ for all variablesxi. For an equation
systemE , let aE denote the sum of the smallest basic constant together with all neg-
ative addition constants. Moreover, letbE denote the sum of the largest basic constant
together with all positive addition constants. We have:

Theorem 4. Assume thatE♯ is the system of lifted equations corresponding to the hi-
erarchical system(E , r) with n variables wherenk variables are of rankk. Then:
1. E♯ has at most one finite solution.
2. If −∞ < µ(xi) < ∞ for a solutionµ of E♯ and a variablexi, thenµ(xi) =

(a, j1, . . . , jd) for somea ∈ [aE , bE ] andj1, . . . , jd ∈ N with 0 ≤ jk ≤ nk.
3. If E♯ is conjunctive, the greatest solution ofE♯ can be computed in timeO(d·n·|E|).

Proof. To simplify the proof, here we additionally allow the constants−∞ and∞ to
occur as basic constants. In order to prove assertion 1, we first consider the case of a
lifted system which consists in exactly one equation. W.l.o.g. consider the equation

x = x + a ∧ b ∨ c

where(0, . . . , 0) 6= a ∈ Dd andb, c ∈ Dd. Assume thatµ is a finite solution of the
above system. We show thatµ is given by

µ(x) =

{

c if a < (0, . . . , 0)
b ∨ c if a > (0, . . . , 0).

Note that necessarilyc ≤ µ(x) ≤ b ∨ c. If b ≤ c, the statement follows immediately.
Assume therefore thatb > c. First assume thata > (0, . . . , 0) andc ≤ µ(x) < b∨c = b.
Thenµ(x) = [[x + a]]♯µ — which is impossible for finite values. Now assume that
a < (0, . . . , 0) andc < µ(x) ≤ b ∨ c = b. Thenµ(x) = [[x + a]]♯µ — which is again
impossible for finite values.

Now we consider the general case. We show assertion 1 and 2 simultaneously.
Therefore, we first introduce the following notations. LetE♯ denote a system of



equations overDd. We call a sequenceπ of expressionse1, . . . , ek a path iff for
i = 1, . . . , k − 1 either ei is a variablexj andxj = ei+1 is an equation ofE♯ or
ei+1 is an immediate subexpression ofei. The pathπ is short iff all expressionsei that
are variables are distinct. In order to define the weight of a system of simple integer
equations, we setw(e) = a, if e denotes an expressione′ + a, w(e) = c, if e denotes
an expressionc, and,w(e) = 0 otherwise. Therebye, e′ denote expressions,a denotes
an addition constant andc a basic constant. Then, the sum

∑

i=1,...,k w(ei) is called
theweightof the path. LetP denote the set of all short paths ending with afinite basic
constant. We definewmax (E♯) (resp.wmin(E♯)) as the maximal (resp. minimal) weight
of paths inP . Furthermore, forj = 1, . . . , d, we definewj(E♯) to be the maximum of
thej + 1-th component of the weights of paths inP . We call[wmin , wmax ] andwj for
j = 1, . . . , d the weights ofE♯.

LetE♯ be the lifted systemx1 = e1, . . . ,xn = en. Assume thatµ is a finite solution
of E♯. We show by induction on the number of variables occurring inright-hand sides
that the following holds:

1. µ is the only finite solution ofE♯;
2. µ(x) ∈ [wmin(E♯), wmax (E♯)] for every variablex and
3. the(j + 1)-th component ofµ(x) is less than or equal towj(E♯).

The statement is obviously fulfilled if there are no variables in right-hand sides. For the
induction step letxi be a variable that occurs in a right-hand side ofE♯, and consider
the equationxi = ei of E♯.

If ei does not containxi, we can substituteei everywhere in the remaining equations
for xi to obtain a systemE♯′ with the same set of solutions and the same weights. Since
xi does not occur in right-hand sides any more, the result follows by the induction
hypothesis.

Otherwise, we first have to replace the equationxi = ei by an equationxi = e
s.t. (1)e does not contain the variablexi and (2) the systemsxi = eiσ andxi = eσ
have the same set of finite solutions for every substitutionσ mapping variables other
thanxi to finite values. Then replacingxi = ei by xi = e will preserve the set of finite
solutions. A suitable expressione is constructed as follows. By using distributivity, we
rewrite the equationxi = ei into

xi = xi + a ∧ e′1 ∨ e′2

wherexi+a∧e′1∨e′2 is in disjunctive normal form. Givene′ ase′1∨e′2 if a > (0, . . . , 0)
and ase′2 if a < (0, . . . , 0), we get, from our considerations for a single equation, that
the systemsxi = eiσ andxi = e′σ (which consist of a single equation) have the same
set of finite solutions for every substitutionσ mapping variables other thanxi to finite
values. Sincee′1 ∨ e′2 ande′2 are in disjunctive normal form and have one occurrence of
the variablexi less thane, this process can be repeated to eliminate all occurrences of
the variablexi. Doing so, an expressione with the desired properties can be obtained.
Thus, we can replace the equationxi = ei with xi = e and substitute every occurrence
of xi in right-hand sides withe to obtain a systemE♯′ of equations which has the same
set of finite solutions asE♯. Furthermore the weights ofE♯′ are less than or equal to the



weights ofE♯. Sincexi does not occur in a right-hand side ofE♯′, we can apply the
induction hypothesis to finish the proof.

The above implies assertion 1. Since

[wmin(E♯), wmax (E♯)] ⊆ [(aE , 0, n2, . . .), (bE , n1, 0, . . .)]

andwj(E♯) ≤ nj for j = 1, . . . , d assertion 2 follows for finite solutions. Non-finite
solutions can be reduced to the finite case by removing all infinite variables. The third
assertion holds, since, by similar arguments as in [7],n rounds of Round-Robin iteration
suffice to computeµ. Since elements inDd are(d+1)-tuples, addition and comparison
has uniform complexityO(d). ⊓⊔

In particular, theorem 4 implies that finite values in solutions arebounded:

Corollary 1. Assume thatµ∗ denotes the canonical solution of a hierarchical system
(E , r) overZ. Then (1)µ∗(xi) = −∞ wheneverµ∗(xi) < aE and (2)µ∗(x) = ∞
wheneverµ∗(xi) > bE . ⊓⊔

Note that this corollary has important consequences for crash games. It implies that
every finite game value lies in the interval[aE , bE ].

Now assume that the canonical solutionµ∗ of the hierarchical system(E , r) over
Z and hence also the canonical solutionµ♯ of the corresponding lifted hierarchical
system(E♯, r) is finite and thus by theorem 4 the only finite solution. By theorem 3 our
problem of computingµ∗ reduces to the computation ofµ♯. Assume thatE♯ consists of
the equationsxi = ei, i = 1, . . . , n, and leta♯

E andb♯
E denote the corresponding lifted

constants:

a♯
E = (aE , 0, n2, 0, n4 . . .) b♯

E = (bE , n1, 0, n3, 0, . . .)

wherenk is the number of variables of rankk. In order to computeµ♯, we replace each
equationxi = ei of E♯ with xi = ei ∧ b♯

E ∨ a♯
E . For simplicity, we denote the resulting

system again byE♯. SinceE♯ does not have non-finite solutions any more, by theorem 4,
µ♯ is now theonlysolution ofE♯. In order to computeµ♯ we proposestrategy iteration.

Let M∨(E♯) denote the set of all∨-expressions inE♯. A strategyπ is a function
mapping every expressione1∨e2 in M∨(E♯) to one of the subexpressionse1, e2. Given
a strategyπ together with an expressione, we writeeπ for the expression obtained by
recursively replacing every∨-expression inE♯ by the respective subexpression selected
by π. Formally,eπ is given as:

cπ = c (e1 ∧ e2)π = e1π ∧ e2π xiπ = xi

(e + a)π = eπ + aπ (e1 ∨ e2)π = (π(e1 ∨ e2))π

Accordingly, the systemE♯(π) of equations extracted fromE♯ via the strategyπ is the
systemxi = eiπ, i = 1, . . . , n, assuming thatE♯ is the systemxi = ei, i = 1, . . . , n.
E♯(π) is a conjunctive system.

Assume thatµ♯
π denotes the greatest solution ofE♯(π) for a strategyπ. By mono-

tonicity,µ♯
π ≤ µ♯ for all strategiesπ. Given a strategyπ and the greatest solutionµ♯

π of
E♯(π) our goal is to determine an improved strategyπ′ such that the greatest solution



Algorithm 1 Strategy Improvement Algorithm

/* The systemE♯ has only finite solutions. */
µ← variable assignment which maps every variable to−∞;

while (µ is not a solution ofE♯) {
π ← P (µ);

µ← greatest solution ofE♯(π);
}

return µ;

µ♯
π′ of E♯(π′) is nearer toµ♯ thanµ♯

π, i.e.µ♯
π < µ♯

π′ ≤ µ♯. Thereby we pursue the policy
to modifyπ at all expressionse = e1 ∨ e2 where[[π(e)]]

♯
µ♯

π 6= [[e]]
♯
µ♯

π simultaneously.
Therefore, we define the strategyP (µ) induced by a variable assignmentµ by:

P (µ)(e1 ∨ e2) =

{

e1 if [[e1]]
♯
µ ≥ [[e2]]

♯
µ

e2 if [[e1]]
♯
µ < [[e2]]

♯
µ

The following lemma implies that we can considerP (µ♯
π) as an improvement ofπ.

Lemma 1. Let µ♯ denote the only solution of the systemE♯. Let µ < µ♯ be a pre-
solution ofE♯. Letµ′ denote the greatest solution ofE♯(P (µ)). Thenµ < µ′.

Proof. Sinceµ♯ is the only solution ofE♯, µ is no solution ofE♯. By the definition
of P , µ is also a pre-solution ofE♯(P (µ)) and no solution ofE♯(P (µ)). Sinceµ is a
pre-solution, Knaster-Tarski’s fixpoint theorem implies thatµ ≤ µ′. Moreover,µ 6= µ′,
sinceµ is no solution. ⊓⊔

According to lemma 1, we can computeµ♯ using alg. 1. For the correctness of alg. 1
consider the following argumentation. Obviously, alg. 1 returns the unique solutionµ♯

of E♯ whenever it terminates. Letπ1, π2, . . . denote the sequence of occurring strategies.
Since the program variableµ is always the greatest solution ofE♯(π) for some strategy
π, µ is always a pre-solution ofE♯ andµ ≤ µ♯. Therefore, by lemma 1, the greatest
solutionsµ♯

πi
of E♯(πi) form a strictly increasing sequence. In particular no strategy

occurs twice in the sequenceπ1, π2, . . .. Since the total number of strategies is bounded,
the algorithm eventually terminates. For a precise characterization of the run-time, let
Π(m) denote the maximal number of updates of strategies necessary for systems with
m ∨-expressions. We have:

Theorem 5. Assume that(E , r) is hierarchical system withn variables andm ∨-
expressions where the canonical solutionµ∗ of (E , r) is finite. Thenµ∗ can be computed
by strategy iteration in timeO(d · n · |E| · Π(m + n)). ⊓⊔

The following example illustrates a run of alg. 1.

Example 4.Consider the system(E , r) given by:

x1 = x2 + −1 ∧ 10 x2 = x1 ∧ x2 + 1 ∨ 0

wherer(x1) = 1 andr(x2) = 2. The canonical solution mapsx1 to −1 andx2 to 0.
The corresponding lifted systemE♯ is given by

x1 = ((x2+(−1, 0, 0) ∧ (10, 0, 0))+(0, 1, 0)) ∧ (11, 1, 0) ∨ (−1, 0, 1)
x2 = ((x1 ∧ x2+(1, 0, 0) ∨ (0, 0, 0))+(0, 0, 1)) ∧ (11, 1, 0) ∨ (−1, 0, 1)



where we already have added the safe lower and upper bounds. After the first iteration,
the value of the program variableµ is the variable assignmentµ0 mapping every vari-
able to the lower bound(−1, 0, 1). The resulting strategyP (µ0) gives as the system:

x1 = (−1, 0, 1) x2 = (0, 0, 0)+(0, 0, 1) ∧ (11, 1, 0)

with the obvious greatest solution. Accordingly, the next improvement results in:

x1 = ((x2+(−1, 0, 0) ∧ (10, 0, 0))+(0, 1, 0) ∧ (11, 0, 0)
x2 = (0, 0, 0)+(0, 0, 1) ∧ (11, 1, 0)

giving us the unique finite solution ofE♯ that corresponds to the canonical solution.⊓⊔

The efficiency of strategy iteration crucially depends on the size of the factorΠ(m).
In practical implementations this factor seems to be surprisingly small. Interestingly,
though, it is still open whether (or: under which circumstances) the trivial upper bound
of 2m for Π(m) can be significantly improved [19, 2].

6 General Canonical Solutions

In this section we show how the restriction to finite canonical solutions can be lifted.
The idea is to successively identify variables which are−∞ or ∞ in the canonical
solution and to remove these from the system until the remaining system has a finite
canonical solution. LetB = {0 < 1} denote the Boolean lattice, and consider the
mappingsα−∞ : Z → B andα∞ : Z → B defined by:

α−∞(−∞) = 0 α−∞(z) = 1 if z > −∞
α∞(∞) = 1 α∞(z) = 0 if z < ∞

The mappingα−∞ commutes with arbitrary least upper bounds whereas the mapping
α∞ commutes with arbitrary greatest lower bounds. Additionally, we have:

α−∞(x + a) = α−∞(x) α∞(x + a) = α∞(x)
α−∞(x ∨ y) = α−∞(x) ∨ α−∞(y) α∞(x ∨ y) = α∞(x) ∨ α∞(y)
α−∞(x ∧ y) = α−∞(x) ∧ α−∞(y) α∞(x ∧ y) = α∞(x) ∧ α∞(y)

wherex, y ∈ Z anda ∈ Z. Thus, the mappingsα−∞ andα∞ are homomorphisms
mapping the operations “+ a”, “ ∧”, and “∨” on Z to logical connectivities. Using these
abstractions we define, for a systemE of equations overZ, the systemE−∞ of equations
overB as the system obtained fromE by applyingα−∞ to all constants and substituting
the operators accordingly. Analogously, we define the system E∞ of equations overB
using the abstractionα∞. The following lemma enables us to identify some variables
that are−∞ or∞ in the canonical solution.

Lemma 2. Assume(E , r) is a hierarchical equation system overZ with canonical so-
lution µ∗. Let µ∗

−∞ andµ∗
∞ denote the canonical solutions of(E−∞, r) and (E∞, r),

respectively. Then (1)µ∗(xi) = −∞ wheneverµ∗
−∞(xi) = 0 and (2)µ∗(xi) = ∞

wheneverµ∗
∞(xi) = 1. ⊓⊔



In order to deal with the second source of infinities we introduce the following notions.
Forz ∈ Z, we write(E∨z, r) for the system obtained from(E , r) by replacingxi = ei

with xi = ei ∨ z for every variablexi with odd rank. Accordingly, we write(E∧z , r)
for the system obtained from(E , r) by replacingxi = ei with xi = ei ∧ z for every
variablexi with even rank. We have:

Lemma 3. Consider a hierarchical system(E , r) of integer equations. Assume thatµ∗

denotes the canonical solution of(E , r), and thatµaE
and µbE denote the canonical

solutions of(E∨aE−1, r) and(E∧bE+1, r), respectively. Then:
1. µ∗ ≤ µaE

andµbE ≤ µ∗;
2. µaE

= µ∗ wheneverµaE
(xi) ≥ a for all variablesxi of odd rank;

3. µbE = µ∗ wheneverµbE (xi) ≤ b for all variablesxi xi of even rank. ⊓⊔

In order to compute the solution of a hierarchical system of simple integer equations,
we proceed in two steps. First, we only consider systems withcanonical solutionsµ∗

which never return−∞, i.e.µ∗(xi) > −∞ for every variablexi.

Theorem 6. Assume that(E , r) is a hierarchical system of simple integer equations
with n variables andm occurrences of “∨” where the canonical solutionµ∗ never
returns−∞. Thenµ∗ can be computed in timeO(d · n2 · |E| · Π(m + n)).

Proof. Assume thatE consists of the equationsxi = ei for i = 1, . . . , n. Let µ∞

denote the canonical solution of(E∞, r). In the first stage, we remove all variablesxi

with µ∞(xi) = 1. That means that we obtain a systemE ′ from E by removing all
equationsxi = ei s.t. µ∞(xi) = 1 and replacing all occurrences of these variables
in right-hand sides by the constant∞. The hierarchical system(E ′, r) is equivalent to
(E , r) and moreover(E ′

∞, r) is equivalent to(E∞, r) for the remaining variables.
For the second stage, assume w.l.o.g. that for all variablesxi of (E , r), µ∞(xi) = 0.

Now let b := bE denote the upper bound ofE for finite values. Then by corollary 1
µ∗(xi) ≤ b, if µ∗(xi) ∈ Z. Since the canonical solutionµb of (E∧b+1, r) is finite, it
can be computed by strategy iteration according to theorem 5.

If µb(xi) ≤ b for all variablesxi we are done, since lemma 3 implies thatµ∗ = µb.
Otherwise,µb(xi) > b for some variablexi which (using corollary 1) implies that
µ∗(xi) = ∞. Then we can again remove the equation forxi and replace all occurrences
of the variablexi in right-hand sides of the remaining equations by∞ to obtain an
equivalent system.

Repeating this two-stage procedure for the resulting system with fewer variables
may identify more variables of value∞ until either all variables are found to obtain
values∞ or have values at mostb. Then we have found the canonical solutionµ∗.
Summarizing, we apply the sub-routine for finite canonical systems at mostn times for
computing the abstractions and anothern times for the bounded versions of the integer
system — giving us the complexity statement. ⊓⊔

In the second step, we also lift the restriction that canonical solutions should never
return−∞. The key idea is now to repeatedly use the abstractionα−∞ together with
the algorithm from theorem 6.



Theorem 7. Assume that(E , r) is a hierarchical system of simple integer equations
with n variables andm occurrences of the maximum operator. Then the canonical
solution can be computed in timeO(d · n3 · |E| · Π(m + n)). ⊓⊔

Proof. Assume thatE consists of the equationsxi = ei for i = 1, . . . , n, and thatµ∗

is the canonical solution of(E , r). Let µ−∞ denote the canonical solution of(E−∞, r).
In the first stage, we remove all variablesxi with µ−∞(xi) = 0. In the second stage
therefore,µ−∞(xi) = 1 for all variablesxi. Let furthera = aE denote the lower bound
of finite values in the canonical solution of(E , r). LetµaE

denote the canonical solution
of (E∨aE−1, r). By construction,µaE

never returns−∞. Thus we can apply theorem 6
to computeµaE

. Analogous as in the proof for theorem 6, we computeµaE
. This will

provide us either with some new variablesxi with µ∗(xi) = −∞ or verify thatµaE

already equalsµ∗. This two-stage procedure will be repeated until we have found the
canonical solution.

Thus, similar to the proof of theorem 6 we repeatedly remove variables for which
µ−∞ returns0 followed by the computation of the canonical solution of a hierarchical
system whose canonical solution never returns−∞. Since by theorem 6, the complexity
of the corresponding sub-routine isO(d ·n2 · |E| ·Π(m′)) for m′ = m+n, the assertion
follows. ⊓⊔

Thus, using theorem 1 we have deduced our main theorem for crash games:

Theorem 8. Assume thatG = (V∨, V∧, E, c, r) is a crash game. LetV = V∨ ∪ V∧.
The values〈〈v〉〉G, v ∈ V can be computed by a strategy improvement algorithm in time
O(d · |V |3 · |G| ·Π(|G|)), where|G| = |V |+ |E| andd denotes the maximal rank of a
position occurring inG. ⊓⊔

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced the concept of crash games where each player aims
at optimizing the total payoff of a play. Although crash games do not admit optimal
positional strategies, we succeeded in characterizing their game values by canonical
solutions of hierarchical systems of simple integer equations.

We then have shown how the canonical solution of a hierarchical system of simple
integer equations can be computed. For that, we used aninstrumentationof the under-
lying lattice to obtain a lifted system of equations where finite solutions areunique. We
exploited this insight to design a strategy iteration algorithm for hierarchical systems
with finitecanonical solutions. This algorithm is quite natural and comparable in its ef-
ficiency with the discrete strategy iteration algorithm forthe Boolean case [19]. We then
showed how general hierarchical systems of simple integer equations can be solved by
iteratedly solving systems with finite canonical solutionsonly.

Using our algorithm for hierarchical systems, we are thus able to determine the
game values of crash games. Further investigations are needed for automatically de-
signing strategies with guaranteed payoffs.
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